A Win-Win Proposition!

Save

Time | Money | Paper | Energy

A Case Study

1 smart move

&

you save 2367

!

employee hours
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“

Time is more valuable
than money, you can
get more money, but you
cannot get more time.

”

- Jim Rohn
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The Problem Statement

July is one of the busiest months for
all employees not because they are
working hard but because they are all
tied up with filing their tax returns.
In majority of cases, either the
employees submit their tax returns
independently, or the employer
facilitates it through some local
vendors, leading to last minute rush.
The usual way of filing income tax
returns is by submitting a physical
copy of the duly filled ITR (Income Tax
Return) to the income tax office
directly or through a Tax Consultant.
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Overview
It is seen that there has been an exponential increase
in the number of tax returns that are filed, and it is
expected to reach 100 million mark by 2015.

Therefore, companies are finding it difficult to keep
employee productivity high during July.

Government is taking initiatives to digitize the filing
of tax returns via the Internet and by encouraging
e-filing and promoting e-return intermediaries who
provide convenient web interfaces.
Various factors including increasing role of
technology, changes in the tax administration and the
UID project have made online tax filing one of the
fastest growing businesses.
As evident from the table on the next page, a
company of approx. 1000 employees would save
around 2400 employee hours in addition to saving
other resources.
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Overview
No. of Employees
= 1000
Av no. of Paper Printouts Per Employee = 10
Comparison of Various Tax Return Filing Options
Physical Filing
(traditional)

E-file through
hrworkwaysindia.com

E-file by Email (Best
for employees With
no internet access)

Time to take printout or
online submission

30 mins

10 mins

5 mins

Wait Time at helpdesk
or drop box

30 mins

3 mins

3 mins

Wait Time to
collect physically
stamped ITR

30 mins

0 mins

0 mins

Re-scheduling
and data entry
corrections

60 mins

0 mins

0 mins

Total average
time per employee

150 mins

13 mins

8 mins

--

2283 hrs

2367 hrs

--

10000

10000

Total employee
hours saved as compared
to physical filing
Paper printouts
saved as compared to
physical filing

Source: TaxSpanner Field Survey
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e-Filing : The Way Forward
With e-filing you can file your returns online with few
smart clicks:

Process Flow for e-filing Returns
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The WIN-WIN Proposition
Strategic tie-up of HR experts, Aon Hewitt with authorized
E-RI experts, TaxSpanner:
Aon Hewitt and TaxSpanner have joined hands to offer this
WIN-WIN proposition to their clients
This association came into existence after rigorous selection of
TaxSpanner, an Authorized E-RI, against high standards of
compliance, convenience, and confidentiality
in filing e-ITR.
Aon Hewitt felt cutting-edge
solution provided by Tax
Spanner can be easily
utilized for its clientele.
Together they have been
offering end-to-end solution
for ITR e-filing to their
clients’ employees.
Solution leverages robust
software framework and
hardware platform used by
Aon Hewitt’s customers for
e-filing in 2009, 2010 and
2011.
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The WIN-WIN Strategy
Name of the game:
File ITR
Who is eligible to play this game:
Tax payers, anybody who pays tax

Filing
of ITR

Start

Rules Of the game:
File ITR hassle free, fast and save resources.
Options available:
Traditional Manual filing
e-filing

E-filing:
The Winning Strategy for players (Employee/ Employer)
Saves Time/Saves Productive Employee Hours
24 X 7, 365 days online solution!
No more wasting of 3-6 productive hours to
get one IT return filed.
No more physical assistance required.
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The WIN-WIN Strategy
Faster Tax Refund Processing
Refund processing of the e-filed returns is done at
priority.
Employees benefit from faster refund in their account.
Stay up to Date
TaxSpanner offers employee tax education services.
Employees are educated on income tax and e-filing,
especially with respect to periodic tax changes.
Options are given to the employees to enroll
themselves to receive updates on tax changes and its
impact on them.
Peace of Mind
Enjoy the flawless service Delivery with TaxSpanner,
who has been rated as #1 Online Tax Preparer for
ease-of-use, completeness, features, and product range,
consecutively in 2009 and 2010.
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Some large companies who
have saved thousands of hours
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Survey Findings
A survey conducted with Tax Spanner e-filing service
clients revealed the following information:

89%

.
said they would recommend TaxSpanner
services.
Clients found it time saving, speedy, very convenient
with excellent service and follow-up.
Employers felt that TaxSpanner is a systematic and
responsive tax filing company that helps employees file
tax returns without going anywhere or
wasting time with paper work!
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Key Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

TaxSpanner is the sole contact point for all the
e-filing activities and any other implications
thereof
Aon Hewitt is only facilitating data movement
of Form16 and enabling employees to connect
to TaxSpanner
Aon Hewitt shall not be involved in any tax /
refund related transactions and filing related
queries
Aon Hewitt shall not interact with Income Tax
department on filing related requirements
specific to any employees
Using e-filing is completely at the discretion of
the employee

Disclaimer:
In respect of e-filing services availed through TaxSpanner via Aon
Hewitt, Aon Hewitt hereby disclaims all warranties and liabilities, of
whatever nature, as may be associated with such services and/or
products. If the user is dissatisfied with such products and services
purchased through TaxSpanner, the sole and exclusive remedy for the
user would be to directly contact TaxSpanner for assistance and / or
resolution and TaxSpanner shall be entitled to entertain at its
discretion, any claims on the accuracy, availability, performance
reliability, refunds, suitability, timeliness, performance and / or any
such related parameters on their services and products.
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